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the Jews still use them in some countries for the purpose of 
eircumcision. This might account for the rude mode of con 
struction; it may be conventional and archaic, perhaps pre 
scribed by the ritual of Druidism. However, in this instance, 
the number found would appear to negative the supposition. 

They were probably intended for daily use, and the moss 
would serve to steady the hand and prevent its slipping." 

Rev. Joseph A. Galbraith read a communication on the 
Apsidal Motion of a freely suspended Pendulum. 

Sir Wiliam Rowan Hamilton entered into some explana 
tory details respecting the nature and properties of that 
AcoNIc FUNCTION of six vectors, of which he had spoken in a 

recent communication with reference to a certain generali 
zation or extension of Pascal's theorem, conducting to a rela 
tion between ten points on a surface of the second order. 

In the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy for July 
20, 1846, it was remarked by Sir W. Rowan Hamilton, that 
the theorem of Pascal might, in the calculus of quaternions, 
be expressed by the following general equation of cones of the 
second degree: 

S . 13j33- 0, 

where 
f3 =V(V aal.V.ama), 

ft V (V ara . V . e) 
f3=V (V. aam. V. ava); 

a, ai, a, aW, aC,7 cv being any six homoconic vectors, and the 

letters S and V being the characteristics of the operations of 
taking respectively the scalar and vector parts of a quaternion. 

Now. it is precisely that function of six vectors a .. av, which 

was thus denoted in that communication of 1846, by S. 03f34P` 

to which it has since appeared to Sir W. Rowan Hamilton 

vOL. V. N 
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convenient to give the name of the AcoNic (or heteroconic) 
function of those six vectors; because in the more general 
case, when they are not sides of any common cone of the 
second degree, this function no longer vanishes, but acquires 
some positive or negative value. 

One of the most important properties of this aconic fune 
tion is, that it changes its sign without otherwise changing its 

value, when an3y twvo of the six vectors on which it depends 
chanqe places among themselves. Admitting th'is property, 

which there are many ways of easily proving by the general 
rules of quaterions, and observing that the following fune 
tion of four vectors, a'1, a', ai", a', namely 

S . (avl 
- 

avn) (a, - 
avl") (a"1 

- 
aI), 

can be shewn to change sign in like manner, for any binary 

interchange among the vectors on which it depends, and to 

vanish when any two of them are equal; denoting also, for 

conciseness, the former function by 012345, the latter by 

6789, and their product by 

012345 . 6789; 

Sir W. Rowan Hamilton proceeds to form, by binary trans 

positions of these figuires, or of the vectors which they denote, 

from one factor of each product to the other, accompanied 
with a change of the algebraic sign prefixed to each such pro 

duct as a term, for every such binary interchange, a system 
of 210 terms, namely, 

+ 012345 . 6789 - 012346 . 5789 

+ 012347 . 5689 - 012348 . 5679 

+ 012349 . 5678 - 012359 . 4678 

+ 012358 . 4679 - 012357 . 4689 

+ 012356 . 4789 - 012376 . 4589 

+ (a hundred other products) - (another hundred products); 
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these remainmng terms being easily formed in succession, ac 

cording to the lately mentioned law. And to the algebraic 

sum of all these 210 terms, of which each separately is a po 

sitive or negative number,-its positive or negative character 
depending of course not alone on the prefixed sign + or -, 

but also on the positive or negative characters of the factors of 
the product, which enters with that sign prefixed into the 

term,-Sir W. Rowan Hamilton proposes to give the name 
of the heterodeuteric, or (more shortly) the ADEUTERIC 
FUNCTION of the ten vectors a.. a"', for a reason which will 

presently appear. 
To make the formation of this function of tent vectors more 

completely clear, it may be observed, that the function of four 

vectors, which has been above denoted by the symbol 6789, 
is easily found to represent the sextupled volume of the pyra 

mid, whose corners are the terminations of the four vectors (all 
drawn from one common origin); this volume being regarded 
as positive or negative, according to the character (as right 
handed or left handed) of a certain rotation; which character or 
direction is reversed when any two of the four vectors, and, 
therefore, also, their terminations, are made to change places 

with each other. On this account the lately mentioned func. 
tion of four vectors may be called their PYRAMIDAL FUNCTION; 
and then the foregoing rule for the composition of the adeu 
teric function may be expressed in words as follows .-Starting 

with any one set of four vectors, form their pyramidal func 

tion, and multiply it by the aconic function of the remaining 
six, out of the proposed ten vectors, arranging the vectors of 
each set in any one selected order. Choose any vector of the 
four, and any other of the six, and interchange these two vec 

tors, without altering the arrangement of the rest, so as to 

form a new group of four vectors, and another new group of 

six; and multiply the pyramidal function of the former group 
by the aconic function of the latter. Proceeding thus, we 

can gradually and successively form all the 210 possible groups 
N 2 
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or sets of four vectors, accompanied each with another set of 

six; and the four or the six vectors in each set will have an ar 

rangement among themselves, determined by the foregoing 
process; so that the 210 pyramidal and the 210 aconic func 
tions have each a determined value, including a known posi 
tive or negative sign or character. Each of the 210 products, 
thus obtained, is therefore itself also determinate, as being equal 
to some one positive or negative number, of which the sign as 

well as the absolute value can be definitely found, and may be 

considered as being known, before we introduce or employ any 
rule for combining or incorporating these variouis products 
among themselves, by any additions or subtractions. But if 

we now employ, for such uicorporation, the rule that all those 

products which have been formed by any even number of bi 
nary interchanges, from the product first assumed, which we 
may still suppose to be 

012345 . 6789, 

are to be algebraically added thereto; while, on the contrary, 

all which are formed from that original product by any odd 

number of binary interchanges are to be algebraically sub 
tracted from it: we shall complete (as was before more briefly 
stated) the determination of that function of T ENvectors, 0 to 

9, which was lately called the ADEUTERIC. 
Indeed, it may for a moment still appear that this function 

is in some degree indeterminate, because there may be many 

different ways of passing, by successive binary interchanges, 
from one given set of six, and a companion set of four vectors, 

to a second given set of six, with its own companion set of 

four. For example, we passed from the first to the tenth of 

the products already written, by a suecession of nine binary in 

terchanges, which may be indicated thus. 

56, 67, 78, 89; 455 98, 87 76, 57. 

But we might also have passed from the same first product, 

+ 012345.6789, 
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by the two binary interchanges 47,56, to this other product 
and sign, 

+ 012376.5489, 

where the sign + is prefixed, on account of there being now an 

even number (two) of such changes. On the other hand, the 
odd number (nine), of binary interchanges above described, 
had given the term 

- 012376. 4589. 

But because, by the properties of the pyramidal function of 

four vectors above referred to, we have 

+ 5489 = - 4589, 

the two terms thus obtained differ only in appearance from 

each other. And similar reductions will in every other case 
hold good, in virtue of the properties of the pyramidal and 
aconic functions, combined with a principle respecting trans 
positions of symbols (which probably is well known) : namely, 
that if a set of n symbols (as here the ten figures from 0 to 9) 

be brought in any two different ways, by any two numbers I 

and m of binary interchanges, to any one other arrangement, 
the difference m - I of these two numbers is even. 

The VALUE (including sign) of the foregoing adeuteric func 
tion, of any ten determined vectors, is therefore itself com 
pletely determined, if we fix (as before) the arrangement of the 
ten vectors in the first of the 210 terms from which the others 

are to be derived: because the value of each separate term be 

comes then fixed, although the forms of these various terms may 
undergo considerable variations, by interchanges conducted as 
above. If then we choose any two of the ten vectors, suppose 

those numbered 4 and 7, we may prepare the expression of the 

adeuteric function as follows. We may first collect into one 

group the 70 terms in which these two vectors both enter 
into one conmon aconic function; and may call the sum of 

all these terms, Polynome I. We may next collect into a 

second group all those other terms, in number 28, for each of 
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which the two selected vectors both enter into the composition 
of one common pyramidal function; and may call the sum of 
these 28 terms, Polynome II. And finally, we may arrange 
(after certain permitted transpositions) the remaining 112 
terms into 56 pairs, such as 

+ 012345 . 6789 - 012375 . 6489, 
and 

- 012346.5789 + 012376.5489, 

and may call the sum of these 56 pairs of terms, Polynome 
III.; the rule of pairing being here, that the two selected 
vectors (in the present case 4 and 7) shall be interchanged in 

passing from one term of the pair to the other, with a change 

of sign as before. But when the expression of the adeuteric 
has been thus prepared, it becomes clear that each of its three 
partial polynomes is changed to its own negative, when the 
two selected vectors are interchanged. In fact, each term of 
the first polynome changes sign, by this interchange, i virtue 
of the properties of the aconic function of six vectors. Again, 
each term of the second polynome in like manner changes 
sign, on account of the properties of the pyramidal function 
of four vectors. And finally, each pair of terms in the third 

polynome changes sign, from the manner in which that pair 
is composed. On the whole then we must infer, that the sum 

of these three polynomes, or the function above called the 
ADEUTERIC, CHANGES SIGN, without otherwise changing value, 

when ANY TWO of the TEN vectors on which it depends are 

made to CHANGE PLACES with each other: whence it is very 

easy to infer, that this adeutericfunction VANISHES, when any 

two of its ten vectors become EQUAL. 

Now the aconic function is of the second degree, with 

respect to each of the six vectors on which it depends; while 

the pylamidal function is easily shewn to be only of the.first de 

gree, with respect to each of the four other vectors which enter 

into its composition. Hence eacl ofthe 210 terms of the adeu 
teric rises no higher than the second degree; and -if we equate 
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this adeuteric function to zero, we thereby oblige any one of the 

ten vectors to terminate on a given surface of the second order, 

if the other nize vectors be given. But it has been seen, that 

the adeuteric vanishes, when any two of its ten vectors are 

made equal to each other; the surface which is thus the locus 

of the extremity of the tenth vector, must, therefore, pass 
through the nine points in which the nine other vectors respec 

tively terminate. On this account the ten vectors, or their 
extremities, may be said to be, under this condition, HOMO 
DEUTERic, as belonging all to one common surface of the second 

order. And thus we at once justify, by contrast, the fore 
going appellation of the ADEUTERIC finetion, and also see that 
to equate (as above) this adeuteric to zero, is to establish what 

may be called the EQUATION OF HOMODEUTERIsM, as in fact 

it was so called in a recent communication to the Academy; 

while, as an abbreviation of the recent notation, we may now 
write that equation as follows: 

2 (+ 012345. 6789) = 0; 

where the sum in the left hand member represents the adeu 
teric function. 

What has been shewn respecting the composition of this 
adeuteric, may naturally produce a wish to possess some geo 
metrical rule for constructing the aconic function (012345), of 
any six given vectors; and the quaternion expression for that 
function enables us easiy to assign such a rule. For this pur 
pose, let A, 13, C, D, E, F be the six points at which the six 

vectors lately numbered as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 terminate, being sup 

posed to be all drawn from some assumed and common or(qin o; 

while G, H, X, K may denote the four other points, through which 
the surface of the second order passes, when the equation of 
homodeuterism is satisfied, and which are the terminations of 

the four other vectors above numbered as 6, 7, 8, 9. The 

aconic function, above denoted as 012345, of the six vectors, 

OA~ OB, OC, OD, OB, OF, which terminate generly at the six 
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corners of a gauche hexagon ABCDEF, may now be concisely 

expressed by the symbol 
O . ABCDEFX 

or even simply by ABCDEF, the reference to an origin being 
understood. To construct it, Sir W. Rowan Hamilton con 
structs firt the six vectors 

V.aa', V,a'a, V.a`au, V.ama`, V.W a"a, V. a'a, 

and then the three otber vectors (3,' j3" which depend on 

these, border to form thence that scalar S .3j3,'3", which, bywwhat 
was stated near the commencement of the present Abstract, 

is the aconic function required. It will be seen that all the 
steps of the following construction of that function are in this 

way obvious consequences from the quaternion expression 
above given. The wcnstruction itself was communicated to a 
few scientific friends of his about the end of August and be 

ginning of September, 1849, and has since been publicly stated 

at the Edinburgh Meeting of the British Association in 1850, 
although it has not hitherto been printed. 

Regardimg the given and gauche hexago:n, ABCDEF, as a 

sort of base of a hcxahedral angle, of which the vertex is the 

assumed point o, Sir W. Rowan Hamilton represents the 
doubled areas of the six plane and triangular faces of this 
angle, namely, 

AOB, BOC, COD, DOE, EOF, FOA, 

by six 7ight lines from the vertex, 

OL, OMD, ON, DL;s OM', ON, 

which are respectively normals to the six faes, and are dis 

tinguished from their own opposites by a simple and uniform 
rule of rotation: for example, the line OL contains as many 

linear units as the doubled area of the triangle AOB (to the plane 

of which it is perpendicular) contains units of area; and the 

rotation round OL from OA to OB is right handed. The doubled 

areas of the three new triangles, 
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LOL, MOM, NON', 

are next to be represented, on the same general plan, by three 
new lines from the vertex, 

OL, OM, ON"; 

which three lines will thus be the intersections of the three pairs 

of opposite faces of the hexahedral angle, and consequently 

will, by Pascal's theorem, be situated in one common plane, if 

the given hexagon ABCDEF can be inscribed in a cone of the 

second degree, with the point o for its vertex. But in the more 

general case, when the given hexagon cannot be so inscribed, 

in any such cone with that assumed point for vertex, we can 

construct a parallelepipedon with the three last lines, OL", Om"', 

ON"", for thee adjacent edges: and the volume of this solid is 

the geometrical representation which SirW. R{owan Hamilton's 
miethod assigns for what he cals (as above) the aconicfunce 
tion of the six given vectors, or of the six given points A, B, C, 
D, E, F, in which those vectors terminate, or of the (generally 

gauche) hexagon of which those points are corners. And with 
respect to the sign of this function, it is to be regarded as 
being positive or negative, according as the rotation round 
ON', fom o0m" towards oL", is to the right hand or to the left. 

Such then is the construction of the aconic function, 012345, 
or ABCDEF; and it is stil more easy to construct the pyrami 

dal function 6789, which may also be denoted by the symbol 

GHIK; since the absolute value of this function is constructed 

(as above remarked) by the sextupled volume of the pyramid, 

which has the four points0, H, I,s Kfor corners, or by the vo 

lume of the parallelepipedon which has GH, G, GK for edges; 
while the quatemion expression assigned near the commence 
ment of this Abstract, admits of being thus written, 

S j(a - aVI) (ar -I ) (a' -a) 

and conducts to the regarding this volume, or the function 

6789, or GHIK, as being positive when the rotation round GH 

from GI towards GK is right handed, but negative in the con 
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trary case. And the aconic and pyramidal functions having 
thus been separately constructed, they have only to be com 
bined with each other, according to the law already stated, in 
order to assign a geometrical signif/cation to each term of the 
adeutericfunction, namely, the sum, 

2 (+ ABCDEF . GHIK); 

and also to the equation of homodeuterism, which may now be 
written thus (as in a recent communication to the Academy), 

x (? ABCDEF. GHIK) 0, 

and which expresses that the ten points, A, B, . . . K, are situ 
ated upon one common surface of the second order. And if we 

place the arbitrary origin o at one of the ten points, the num 
ber of terms in the adeuteric function, or in the equation of 
homodeuterism, is easily seen to reduce itself, then, from 210 
to 84. 

If the thirty co-ordinates of the ten points were substituted 
in the function above called the adeuteric, the resulting expres 
sion could doubtless only differ by some numerical coefficient 
from that determinant which might otherwise be found, as the 
result of the elimination of the nine coefficients A, B, C, D, 
B, F, G, H, 1, between the equations, 

Ax2o Bygo% Cz20+Dyoz?o+BzoxoFxoty0+ 0xo?HyO+lzo+ I =0, 

* * X . . . * * * . 

Ax29? ByI9+Cz2 9+ Dy9Jz9 Ez99+Fx9yg J+ Gxg9+yg +H zg + 1 e=0. 

And Sir W. Rowan Hamilton has much pleasure in re 
ferring to a paper by Mr. Cayley, printed near the commence 

ment of the Fourth Volume of the Cambridge Mathematical 
Journal, on Pascal's Theorem considered in connexion with de 
terminants, which paper had not been noticed by the present 

writer, till his attention was called to it by a friend to whom 
he had communicated the above-stated construction. But 
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while gladly acknowledging the great mathematical learning 
and originality exhibited in that and every paper by Mr. 

Cayley, Sir W. Rowan Hamilton thinks it right to state, 
that he was led to his own results, respecting the relation 

(above assigned) between ten points on the surface of the second 

order, not by any system of co-ordinates, but by considerations 
of vectors, and by seeking to extend to ellipsoids the results 
respecting cones, which he had submitted to the Academy in 

July, 1846, and had also published in the Philosophical Maga 
zine for the following month, as derived from the Calculus of 
Quaternions. 

Mr. M. Donovan handed in a paper on a new and singular 

acoustic phenomexnon produced by tuning-forks. 

Mr. David Moore, Curator of the Royal Dublin Society's 
Botanic Gardens, communicated the following details of the 
results of physiological experiments on the formation of wood 
in plants, made in the Royal Dublin Society's Botanic Gardens, 

Glasnevin, between the years 1839 and 1851: 

"c It may appear remarkable in vegetable physiology, that 
what has long been considered an axiom should now be 

grvely disputed by one of the best physiologists of the present 
time. Dr. Schieiden, of Jena, in his admirable work, ' Prin 

ciples of Scientific Botany,' flatly denies that a downward 
current of elaborated bark-sap either does or can take place 

in plants, which opimnon gives to the experiments I propose to 
describe much additional interest. At the time my experi 

ments were commenced, and for several years afterwards, the 

descent of the sap in vegetables does not appear to have been 

doubted, the whole theory of wood-formation resting on the 
fact of such being the case. It was, therefore, more with a 

view of eliciting information on the latter subject, than to 


